What Is "Publicly Available Data"? Exploring Blurred Public-Private Boundaries and Ethical Practices Through a Case Study on Instagram.
This article adds to the literature on ethics in digital research by problematizing simple understandings of what constitutes "publicly available data," thereby complicating common "consent waiver" approaches. Based on our recent study of representations of family life on Instagram, a platform with a distinct visual premise, we discuss the ethical challenges we encountered and our practices for moving forward. We ground this in Lauren Berlant's concept of "intimate publics" to conceptualize the different understandings of "publics" that appear to be at play. We make the case for a more reflexive approach to social media research ethics that builds on the socio-techno-ethical affordances of the platform to address difficult questions about how to determine social media users' diverse, and sometimes contradictory, understandings of what is "public."